LAKE ARROWHEAD COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT
MEMORANDUM

DATE:

DECEMBER 14, 2021

TO:

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Lake Arrowhead Community Services District

FROM:

CATHERINE CERRI, General Manager

SUBJECT:

APPROVE A CONTRACT TO CONDUCT A COMPENSATION
STUDY

A.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Board of Directors authorize the General Manager to enter into
a contract with Regional Government Services (RGS) to provide a Compensation Study
for all staff classifications in the District for not to exceed $25,800.

B.

REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION
All of the firms exhibited extensive experience and understanding of the project but RGS
provided the most competitive price. RGS will only bill the actual hours worked up to the
not to exceed amount of $25,800. Because the cost to prepare a compensation study for the
entire District will only add $6,600 to the entire project, it is recommended to move forward
with a study that covers the entire District.
Firm
Koff & Assoc
RGS
RSG
Average

C.

MSCEU Only
$22,605
$19,200
$21,400
$21,068

UWUA
$11,550
$ 6,600
$11,900
$10,017

Entire District
$34,155
$25,800
$33,300
$31,085

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Section 4.2.1 of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the District and the
Managers, Supervisors and Confidential Employees Unit dated October 1, 2018 through
September 30, 2022 requires the District to utilize a third-party vendor to conduct a salary
survey six months prior to the end of the MOU. District staff prepared a Request for
Proposals for a compensation study and sent it to eight firms that provide this service. Three
firms responded with a proposal.

RGS is a joint powers authority specializing in public-sector administration and consulting
services. Their agency is governed by several member agencies with the mission to provide
quality, innovative, cost-effective services exclusively to public agencies. The goal of a
compensation study is to enhance staff attraction, retention and growth to deliver excellent
public service. The last compensation study conducted by the District was in 2008.
This study will analyze the full compensation of each employee classification, including
benefits. The consultant will identify comparable agencies and will evaluate whether the
District’s compensation and benefits package is competitive and/or appropriate for current
and future operational demands. This will result in a prioritized list of recommendations.
This item was previously considered at the Board meeting held on November 9, 2021. At
that meeting, the Board suggested negotiating with MSCEU regarding this item and took
no action.
D.

FISCAL IMPACT
The fiscal impact for this item would be $19,200 for a study of the MSCEU only or $25,800
to complete the study for the entire District. There is sufficient budget under the
Administration Outside Services line item to cover this cost.

E.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
This item does not qualify as a project under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA).

F.

ATTACHMENTS
Proposal from Regional Government Services

Compensation Study

PROPOSAL TO:
Lake Arrowhead Community
Services District for
Compensation Study

REGIONAL
GOVERNMENT
SERVICES
SERVING PUBLIC AGENCIES SINCE 2002

October 24, 2021
Lake Arrowhead Community Services District
Attn: Catherine Cerri, General Manager
27307 State Hwy 189, Suite 101
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
(909)336-7100
ccerri@lakearrowheadcsd.com
RE: PROPOSAL TO THE LAKE ARROWHEAD COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT
TO PROVIDE A COMPENSATION STUDY
Dear Ms. Cerri,
Regional Government Services Authority (RGS) is pleased to submit this Proposal to the Lake
Arrowhead Community Services District (District) in response to the Request for Proposals (RFP)
to provide a Compensation Study. RGS is a unique, fee-supported, joint powers authority
specializing in public-sector administration and consulting services. Since 2002, RGS has
exclusively served over 200 public agencies across the western United States and employs
experienced public-sector professionals.
I am confident that you will find RGS’ approach is responsive to each of the District’s objectives
and needs. The plan provides for tools and support to meet or exceed the goals listed in the
District’s scope of services. RGS has a solid and respected reputation with the public agencies we
serve for timely, cost efficient delivery and effective implementation. As a public agency, we fully
understand the needs and requirements of public agencies. This proposal will remain valid for a
60-day period from the date this proposal is opened.
The RGS team appreciates the opportunity to be of service to Lake Arrowhead Community
Services District!
Sincerely,

Patty Howard
Lead Advisor
REGIONAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES

P.O. BOX 1350

|

CARMEL VALLEY, CA 93924

|

844.587.7300

|

WWW.RGS.CA.GOV
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
Regional Government Services (RGS) was formed in 2001 by a city and a regional planning and
services agency to help local governments meet three challenges: decreasing revenues, increasing
demands (and costs) for services, and loss of experienced staff. Government leaders knew that
these challenges were likely to continue, so agencies would have to work together – uniting not
only their voices but their resources to advocate and become more efficient. The idea behind the
creation of RGS was to form an agency, which would help local governments share expertise and
improve efficiencies. A need was emerging for some way to help agencies get the expertise and
experience needed, without each agency having to hire full-time staff when the need might be less
than full-time. Agencies could, in effect, share expertise through a third party.
Today, RGS is a solvent organization governed by several member agencies, all with the common
goal expressed in the JPA’s mission statement: To provide quality, innovative, cost-effective
services exclusively to public agencies. RGS has now served over 298 cities, special districts,
joint powers authorities, and other local governments and non-profits that support local
governments. RGS currently has 130 professional Advisors and 14 RGS Administrative staff.
RGS developed a highly flexible platform of administrative support and programs that could serve
the diverse needs of cities, special districts, counties, and other joint powers authorities. Flexibility
was vital because the needs of partner agencies varied and because RGS services were 100 percent
fee-based. Thus, RGS costs needed to be able to ramp up or down quickly as demand changed.
The highest value RGS can bring is to share our experiences with our clients, constantly refining
Best Practices to provide quality expertise to the benefit of all our partner clients. The RGS staff
prides itself on its ability to deliver accurate, professional products and services within reasonable
timelines. We meet deadlines and provide clear, honest, and effective communications, all of
which help to promote good relations with stakeholders at all phases of a project.
Since 2015, RGS advisor teams have completed several hundred classification and compensation
and multiple staffing projection studies for agencies throughout the State of California, including
municipalities, county organizations, water and wastewater districts, special districts, a municipal
insurance agency, transportation agencies, waste management agencies, and joint powers
authorities. These studies have ranged from organization-wide comprehensive classification and
compensation studies and staffing projections as part of an organizational development assessment
or redesign. Most of our partner agencies have intended to design and implement traditional
organizational hierarchies, and we respect the policy of each agency in offering classification and
compensation services while offering creative and effective solutions to enhance staff attraction,
retention, and growth and the delivery of excellent public service.
In addition to our specific classification and compensation studies, RGS regularly provides
organizational assessment studies in which alternative models of staffing, structure, and service
delivery are explored.

~
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
Regional Government Services (RGS) takes a holistic approach to a classification and
compensation study since each agency is unique in its work culture, services, and community.
RGS will take these factors into consideration when analyzing and making recommendations. The
methods of how the study will be approached and analyzed are addressed fully in Section 6. Project
Approach.
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KEY PERSONNEL

KEY PERSONNEL
RGS is a virtual government agency that has developed a unique network of geographically
distributed Advisors who work through various remote access technologies and onsite at partner
agency offices to deliver services to partner agencies. This model allows us to reduce overhead
and expands our ability to provide high-quality services throughout the state.
The team we have assembled to assist the District has outstanding relevant experiences, talents,
and accomplishments in a range of public-sector operations. In addition to their prior public
sector experience, the team assigned to this project has worked an average of six years as RGS
team members collaborating on various Human Resources projects. The primary project staff
resourced for this team are available and prepared to begin immediately, will be available to the
extent proposed for the duration of the contract, and have extensive experience in staffing
projections, classification projects, and developing compensation structures and strategies. RGS
does not utilize sub-consultants.
The following organizational chart lists key team members, their job titles, and roles and
responsibilities. As requested, we have also provided the approximate percentage of the project
time each Advisor will be assigned. In addition, RGS may add other available and qualified
Advisors to the team at the Lead Advisor’s discretion as project requirements and priorities
require.
Bobbi Bennett,
Human Resources Services Director
Provide general oversight of the project
(2%).

Patty Howard, Lead Advisor
Provide day-to-day oversight of the
project; RGS point of contact for the
District; ensure the timeline is met; draft
and finalize all documents, worksheets,
and study reports; present study data and
recommendation to District staff (40%).

-

I

Karen Blakely, Project Advisor
Analyze and establish the list of
comparable agencies; collect
compensation data; prepare draft salary
and benefits worksheets to assist with
developing study recommendations
(35%).

~

I
Judy LaPorte, Project Advisor
Collect compensation data, prepare draft
salary and benefits worksheets assist with
the development of study
recommendations (20%).

Jo Miller, Technical Specialist
Provide technical support to RGS
advisors, format final report, worksheets,
and additional documents (3%).
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CONSULTANTS' EXPERIENCE

CONSULTANTS' EXPERIENCE
Summary resumes for the identified key RGS project team may be found in Appendix A. The
hourly rate for work performed will be billed at the following hourly rates based on the
Advisor(s) assigned to the project.
Title

Hourly Rate

Chief Operating Officer

$135 to $220

Deputy Chief Operating Officer

$130 to $195

Senior/Lead Advisor

$125 to $190

Advisor

$115 to $160

Project Advisor

$105 to $125

Project Coordinator

$85 to $120

Technical Specialist

$75 to $115

~
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REFERENCES

REFERENCES
RGS teams regularly provide services that go beyond contract requirements and partner agency
expectations. The intent is not only to address the services identified in the contract but also to take
a holistic approach to ensure our partner agencies have considered all avenues, risks, and
implementation options. RGS always strives to provide exceptional service without exceeding the
contract’s financial constraints.
Our advisors have worked on multiple comprehensive classification and compensation studies for
public entities at the state, county, and local levels. We are skilled at crafting, reviewing, and
analyzing a wide array of public sector organizational classification and compensation structures.
We are familiar with and have helped many organizations successfully navigate the challenges and
opportunities that surface in studies.
Additional references can be provided upon request.

CENTRAL COAST COMMUNITY ENERGY (CCCE)
An agency-wide total compensation study of 34 classifications. RGS collected base pay and
benefit data from the six designated comparator agencies, which included 29 benchmark
classifications. RGS surveyed the six comparator agencies, collected base pay and benefit data for
all comparable classes, and recommended salary adjustments based on the external market data
collected as well as the internal compensation alignment analysis conducted. Salary
recommendations were made utilizing generally accepted compensation standards to ensure equity
within class series and families as well as across the various workgroups.
Mi Ra Park
Human Resources Manager
mpark@3ce.org
Central Coast Community Energy (CCCE)
70 Garden Court, Suite 300
Monterey, CA 93940
(831) 901-3674

CITY OF SACRAMENTO
RGS conducted a classification and compensation study of the 19 classifications (42 employees)
for the Convention Center, a division of the Convention Center and Cultural Services Department.
RGS conducted job analysis on each position in the Division, identified essential duties, aligned
positions into job families within classification series and across the classification plan,
recommended new classification titles, and created new classification specifications for positions
at various levels of the organization. Based on the updated classification plan, RGS then conducted
an internal compensation alignment analysis. Salary recommendations were made utilizing
generally accepted compensation standards to ensure equity within class series and families as well
as across the various workgroups.

~
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REFERENCES
In addition, RGS has completed multiple classification and compensation studies for various City
departments since 2019. RGS has partnered with the City’s points of contact, ensured deadlines
were met, and the projects were completed within budget.
Sally Ly
Human Resources Manager
sly@cityofsacramento.org
Employment, Classification, and Development
City of Sacramento
915 ‘I’ Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 808-8907

DELTA DIABLO SANITATION DISTRICT
RGS conducted a 68 classifications study for the District. RGS conducted job analysis on each
position in the District, identified essential duties, aligned positions into job families within
classification series and across the classification plan, recommended new classification titles, and
created new classification specifications for positions at all levels of the organization.
Carol Margetich
Business Services Director
carolm@deltadiablo.org
Delta Diablo Sanitation District
2500 Pittsburg-Antioch Highway
Antioch, CA 94509
(925) 756-1935
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PROJECT SCHEDULE

PROJECT SCHEDULE
The following is a tentative project timeline that may be modified with mutual agreement between
LACSD and RGS. Due to the ambitious completion date LACSD has proposed, staff availability
and responsiveness will be critical in meeting the study timeline as presented. In addition, the
success of the data collection process will be dependent on how forthcoming the comparators are
with the requested information. Meetings with LACSD’s points of contact can be scheduled as
required. Biweekly progress reports will be submitted throughout the study process.

COMPENSATION STUDY
FOR UWUA CLASSES ONLY

TENTATIVE DATES

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

1. Kick Off Meetings with the General
Manager and other District points of
contact to discuss project.

Weeks of November 15
– November 22, 2021

District/RGS

2. Review of all District compensationrelated documents.

Week of November 29,
2021

RGS

3. Develop and finalize the list of
comparator agencies, benefit components,
and benchmark classes

Weeks of December 6December 13, 2021

District/RGS

4. Collection of specific salary and benefit
data for benchmark classes.

Weeks of December
20, 2021 – January 17,
2022

RGS

5. Review and analysis of compensation
survey data.

Weeks of January 24 January 31, 2022

RGS

6. Develop recommendations for internal
salary alignment, benefits, and other
compensation issues.

Weeks of February 7 –
February 14, 2022

District/RGS

7. Develop a compensation maintenance
plan.

Weeks of February 21 February 28, 2022

RGS

8. Draft compensation report and submit to
District for review.

Weeks of March 7 March 14, 2022

RGS

9. Feedback from District regarding draft
report.

Week of March 21,
2022

District

March 28, 2022

RGS

TBD

RGS

10. Finalize compensation report and submit
to District.
11. Present study findings and
recommendations, as needed.

I
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PROJECT APPROACH

PROJECT APPROACH
OVERVIEW OF STUDY
LACSD is interested in retaining and attracting highly skilled employees. A compensation study
can be one way to evaluate if the District is competitive in the job market.
The goals of the total compensation study are to:
•
•
•
•

Determine the compensation for similar classifications in LACSD’s identified comparable
agencies.
Determine the level of benefits provided by comparable agencies to similar classifications.
Evaluate whether LACSD’s compensation and benefits package is competitive to attract
and retain a quality workforce.
Evaluate whether the design of LACSD’s compensation and benefits structure is
appropriate and efficient for current and future operational demands.

Regional Government Services (RGS) will take the following steps to complete the compensation
study. These steps and methodology will remain the same whether the study includes only the
Managers, Supervisors, and Confidential Employees Unit (MSCEU) or if the study is Districtwide. The RGS Lead Advisor and Project Advisors will be available for phone and email
consultation and video conference/phone meetings throughout the project.

REQUEST AND REVIEW KEY ORGANIZATIONAL BACKGROUND MATERIAL
Once the contract is executed, RGS will request and review key background material and
documents from the District to understand the District’s current classification and organizational
structure, policies, and procedures. Typical materials requested include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organizational Charts.
Existing classification specifications.
Current salary schedules.
Agreements for terms and conditions of employment, employee contracts.
Applicable policies and procedures.
Previous compensation studies, both agency-wide and for single classifications.

ESTABLISH COMPENSATION STUDY COMPONENTS
Comparable Agencies
Establishing the list of comparable agencies is critical to the accuracy and validity of the data
collected during the study. RGS will evaluate agencies included in any previous study as well as
other agencies using the following factors:

~
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PROJECT APPROACH
•

•

•

•

•

Organizational Type and Services Provided: Entities on the list will be reviewed as to
the type of organization, types of services provided, and how closely they align with
LACSD.
Population Served, Demographics: This will provide insight into the level and types of
services required and the staffing levels and funding that may be needed to provide those
services.
Agencies Employing Citizens and the Labor Market Climate: RGS will review this in
combination with the information gained above to obtain an indication of applicant pools,
the proximity of applicants to potential employers, and the likelihood of attracting
sufficient qualified applicants from within the immediate market.
Personnel, Operational, and Capital Plan Budgets: RGS will review the size of a
potential comparator’s budgets and current staffing allocations to gain insight into the
current resources available to provide services.
Cost of Living: This factor, which includes the cost of housing, goods, and services, helps
to further analyze the available labor market, such as mean housing prices and median
household incomes.

Compensation Elements
The compensation elements utilized in the study should assist LACSD in determining the total
cost of the classifications within the agency and how those costs compare with the agencies
surveyed. The compensation elements that may be considered include:
•
•

Base rate of hourly pay
Contributions by BOTH employee and employer to the following programs:
−
−
−
−

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Pension system, including Social Security
Health insurance premium, family coverage level
Dental insurance premium, family coverage level
Vision insurance premium, family coverage level

Vacation leave
Sick Leave
Holiday Leave (including floating holidays)
Management/Administrative leave
Longevity pay
Certification pay
Education incentive
Employer contribution to a deferred compensation plan
Other forms of cash compensation

PROJECT APPROACH
Benchmark Classifications
RGS will analyze LACSD’s current classification plan and recommend benchmark classifications
to be used to create the updated compensation plan. Benchmark classifications are usually those
that are found throughout the comparator agencies. They are most often journey-level
classifications either within a specific classification series or those that are single classifications.
RGS will recommend the internal alignment of the remaining LACSD classifications from the data
obtained for the benchmark classifications.

WORK PLAN
RGS will take the following steps to complete the compensation study.

VIRTUAL KICK-OFF MEETING WITH THE DISTRICT MANAGEMENT
RGS will virtually meet with the District’s points of contact(s) to explain the methodology,
objectives, deliverables, and data collection methods to be used during the study. In addition, RGS
will present a list of compensation elements, and benchmark classifications to the meeting
participants.

COMPENSATION STUDY
Utilizing the analysis identified above, RGS will provide the District with a list of recommended
agencies to be used in the compensation study. Upon approval of the final list of agencies, RGS
will identify comparable classifications within each comparator agency and collect and compile
the compensation data. Comparable classifications will be identified on a “whole job” basis,
taking duties, reporting structure, and requirements into consideration, and not by title alone.

COMPENSATION STUDY REPORT
RGS will compile and incorporate information gathered in the collaborative review process and
finalize the report. The final report will include, at a minimum, the following:



Executive summary – including process followed and methodology used.
Compensation Study
 A list of comparator agencies surveyed as part of the compensation study.
 A list of classifications surveyed.
 Statistics for each benchmark classification’s base rate of pay identifying the
percentage above or below the average and median of market comparators.
 Statistics for each classification’s total compensation identifying the percentage above
or below the average and median of market comparators.
 Assessment of compensation data (salary and benefits).
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PROJECT APPROACH
 Prioritized list of recommendations, including any additional funding required to
implement and any short- and long-term savings that may be realized.
 Written internal salary alignment guidelines.
 Recommendations for a process to maintain the classification plan along with tools.
 Complete compensation survey data.
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COST PROPOSAL

COST PROPOSAL
At RGS, we bill only actual hours attributable to the project at the rate of the actual Advisor or
technician. Work will commence upon notification by the District of the project award. Work is
performed as agreed and subsequently billed each month based on hours actually worked. RGS
Advisors are skilled at prioritizing projects and working within the budget of partner agencies.
Mileage, if applicable, will be calculated/invoiced using the current IRS rate.
The total project for the compensation study for the MSCEU classifications only would not exceed
$19,200. Estimated project costs include:
COMPENSATION STUDY PHASES

ESTIMATED
COST

1. Meetings/emails/progress reports with District; review all District
contracts, resolutions, salary tables, benefits information, and previous
studies.

$3,250

2. Establish list of benchmark classes, comparable agencies, and benefit
elements.

$4,100

3. Collect salary and benefit data from comparable agencies.

$3,700

4. Analyze data and create recommendations for internal salary
alignment, benefits, and compensation issues.

$1,700

5. Develop a compensation maintenance plan.

$1,350

6. Prepare the compensation study report.

$2,900

7. Present compensation study results and recommendations, as required.

$2,200

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST NOT TO EXCEED:

$19,200

The total project for the compensation study for both the MSCEU and UWUA classifications
would not exceed $25,800. Estimated project costs include:
COMPENSATION STUDY PHASES

ESTIMATED
COST

1. Meetings/emails/progress reports with District; review all District
contracts, resolutions, salary tables, benefits information, and previous
studies.

$3,250

2. Establish list of benchmark classes, comparable agencies, and benefit
elements.

$4,600

3. Collect salary and benefit data from comparable agencies.

$7,000

4. Analyze data and create recommendations for internal salary
alignment, benefits, and compensation issues.

2,900

~
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COST PROPOSAL
COMPENSATION STUDY PHASES

ESTIMATED
COST

5. Develop a compensation maintenance plan.

1,350

6. Prepare the compensation study report.

4,500

7. Present compensation study results and recommendations, as required.

2,200

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST NOT TO EXCEED:
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$25,800

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A - RESUMES

Bobbi Bennett, M.A., PHR, IPMA-CP
Human Resources Services Director

Since 2000, Ms. Bennett has worked in both city and county government, specifically in human
resources. During her career, she has overseen centralized full service Human Resources
departments that addressed recruitments, classification and compensation, benefits, worker’s
compensation, performance management, discipline, employee relations, labor relations, labor
negotiations, and training. Ms. Bennett’s key skill is assisting all levels of an organization evaluate
and address complex employee and organizational matters to facilitate effective resolutions.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
REGIONAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES, JPA, HUMAN RESOURCES SERVICES
DIRECTOR

Leads the human resources services teams in providing expert human resource consulting services
to small municipalities, special districts, and government entities on leave and disability
management, performance management, policy development, staffing, classification and
compensation, employee relations, strategic planning, payroll and FLSA compliance, and a broad
range of other human resource topics and services.

COUNTY OF ELDORADO, HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES
MANAGER
Approximately 1900 employees. Oversaw and managed daily operations of all areas of Human
Resources.

CITY OF POWAY, ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES DEPARTMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES
MANAGER
Approximately 360 employees. Oversaw and managed daily operations of all areas of Human
Resources.

CITY OF CHULA VISTA, HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT, SENIOR HUMAN
RESOURCES ANALYST
Approximately 1600 employees. As a Senior Human Resources Analyst, handled politically
sensitive requirements, classification reviews, salary surveys in preparation for negotiations,
served as scribe on the management negotiation team, monitored criminal background checks, and
served as a trainer. Performed discipline investigations. Served as chair of City’s PRIDE and
Work program.

Bobbi Bennett, M.A., PHR, IPMA-CP
Human Resources Services Director
Page 2

CITY OF CHULA VISTA, HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES
ANALYST
Official job title changed from Citywide Volunteer Coordinator since the majority of the position
included human resources tasks and assignments. Ms. Bennett handled more complex
recruitments, salary surveys and classification reviews. Monitored criminal background checks
and served as a trainer on various topics. Served as chair of the City’s PRIDE and Work program.

CITY OF CHULA VISTA, HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT, CITYWIDE
VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
Volunteer program and Human Resources responsibilities included, but were not limited to:
recruitments, on-boarding, salary surveys and training development. Monitored criminal
background checks.

NATIONAL CONFLICT RESOLUTION CENTER, MEDIATOR

Volunteer mediator on various court mandated mediations and voluntary mediations.

EDUCATION

MA, Counseling Psychology, National University
MA, Home Economics, San Diego State University

CERTIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•

Professional in Human Resources
(PHR), 1998
IPMA Professional certification, 2008
IPMA Certification Trainer, 2009 –
Current
CalPelra Labor Academies

MEMBERSHIPS
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

IPMA National Committee to revise
IPMA
Certification
training
presentation, 2009
Certified Mediator, 2005
Certificate in Internal Investigations,
2006

IPMA, local chapter and national
CalPELRA
MMANC
SHRM
CCPA (County and Cities Personnel Association), San Diego. Past chairperson

Patricia J. Howard, M.A.
Lead Advisor

Ms. Howard joined Regional Government Services as an Advisor in the Human Resources service
group in 2016. She provides a broad range of human resources services to municipalities and
special districts throughout northern California as well as serving as the Lead Advisor on the
Classification and Compensation team.
Prior to joining RGS, Ms. Howard had over twenty-eight years of management-level human
resources experience in local government agencies. Ms. Howard has served in the public sector in
all areas of human resources management including: Recruitment and selection, classification and
compensation, employee relations, labor negotiations, and EEO investigations. She is also a
seasoned trainer, having developed and presented supervisory and lead worker training,
harassment and discrimination prevention, and new employee orientations.
Ms. Howard has a master’s degree in public administration with an emphasis in human resources.
She holds certificates as a Senior Human Resources Professional from IPMA, a Masters in Labor
Relations from CALPELRA, and in Mediation Skills and Instruction Techniques for Trainers.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
REGIONAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES

Human Resources Lead Advisor
As a Lead Advisor, Ms. Howard has been assigned to over twelve different partner agencies. She
has provided human resources services such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Conducted classification and compensation studies.
Reviewed employee’s position description questionnaires.
Created draft job specifications.
Conducted research regarding comparable classifications within study agencies and/or
outside agencies.
Developed recommendations for setting salaries of new and existing classifications based
on data gathered.

KOFF & ASSOCIATES

Senior Associate
Ms. Howard served as a human resources consultant with a full-service HR consulting firm
specializing in public sector management. Her assignments included:
•
•
•
•

Assisted with classification and compensation studies.
Conducted research related to compensation and benefit data of comparable agencies.
Analyzed data to ensure reliability and accuracy.
Provided data for review by executive staff.

Patricia J. Howard
Lead Advisor
Page 2

CITY OF ROCKLIN

Principal Human Resources Analyst
Ms. Howard served as the Supervisor of all human resources activities for the city. Some of her
duties included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organized, directed, and oversaw the activities of the human resources division.
Served as city training coordinator.
Supervised professional, technical, and administrative human resources staff.
Developed and administered division budget.
Participated in labor negotiations as a member of the management negotiating team.
Conducted investigations related to allegations of misconduct, harassment, discrimination,
and violence in the workplace in compliance with local, State and Federal laws and
guidelines.
Conducted classification and compensation studies.

COUNTY OF EL DORADO

Principal Personnel Analyst
Ms. Howard was responsible for supervising and overseeing personnel staff and operations such
as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supervised professional, technical, and administrative personnel staff in the areas of
recruitment and selection, classification and compensation, training and orientation,
operations support.
Coordinated countywide training programs.
Prepared and implemented departmental budget.
Conducted investigations related to allegations of misconduct, harassment, discrimination,
and violence in the workplace.
Provided HR assistance including contract interpretation.
Served as member of management team for contract negotiations with various bargaining
units.
Conducted classification and compensation studies.
Analyzed all data to ensure reliability and accuracy.
Provided data for review by management staff.

Karen Blakely
Project Advisor

Ms. Blakely joined Regional Government Services in 2017. She has over twenty-seven years of
experience providing professional Human Resources services as a generalist to public agencies.
She has a depth of knowledge of Human Resources, including, but not limited to budgeting, data
analysis, negotiations costing, legislative analysis, classification and compensation, and
recruitment and selection. She is well versed in State and Federal employment laws and
regulations, legal opinions, and court rulings as they apply to implementing best practices.
Ms. Blakely achieved the Human Resources Certification from the International Public
Management Association (IPMA), and certificates in Recruitment and Selection, Classification
and Compensation, Labor and Employee Relations, Ethics, Prevention of Harassment and
Violence in the Workplace.
Ms. Blakely served as an elected Board Member of the Sacramento-Mother Lode IPMA Chapter
for eight years.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
REGIONAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES

Project Advisor
As an Advisor, Ms. Blakely has led organizational development projects for partner agencies.
Specific assignments have included:
•
•
•
•

Performed and coordinated complex classification and compensation studies
Developed and updated job specifications
Created detailed reports from data analysis
Performed complex Human Resources services

CITY OF ROCKLIN

Principal Management Analyst
Ms. Blakely performed professional and analytical functions for the City, Finance, and Human
Resources departments. Her responsibilities included:
•
•
•
•
•

Oversight of payroll, benefits, classification and compensation, employee relations, and
policy interpretation
Created and maintained the City’s Ten-Year Personnel Budget
Provided ten-year costing data in labor negotiations
Reviewed new legislation for impacts on Human Resources practices
Analyzed CalPERS actuarial reports and presented impacts in annual Council presentations
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Project Advisor
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COUNTY OF EL DORADO

Senior Personnel Analyst
Ms. Blakely supported all aspects of Human Resources and served all thirty-three departments.
Some specific areas of responsibility included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy development and implementation
Labor relations including negotiations working closely with County Counsel
Analysis of legislation for impact on Human Resources practices
Classification
Compensation and benefit studies
Recruitment and selection
Reorganization and reductions in force
Employee relations
Interface with Payroll in Finance Department

Judy LaPorte
Project Advisor

Judy LaPorte joined Regional Government Services as an Advisor in the Human Resources service
group in 2019. Her areas of expertise include human resources, risk management, finance,
information technology, management, and project oversight.
Ms. LaPorte has over twenty years of senior level management experience in public sector
agencies. Prior to joining RGS, Ms. LaPorte served in senior management positions in county, city
and special district government, and has experience as an executive recruiter for public agencies.
Ms. LaPorte has a bachelor’s degree in business administration.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
REGIONAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES

Project Advisor
As an Advisor, Ms. LaPorte has led organizational development projects for partner agencies.
Specific assignments have included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organizational assessments
Reorganization analysis
Classification and compensation studies
Created detailed reports from data analysis
Recruitments
Performed complex Human Resources services

DEBORAH GLASSER LABOR RELATIONS, LLC.

Labor Relations Specialist
Ms. LaPorte served as Chief Negotiator for a northern California client resulting in settlement of
two contracts, on time and within the agency’s budget. She met with the agency’s Board on a
regular basis in closed session

COUNTY OF PLACER

Assistant Director of Human Resources
Overseeing a staff of 50, Ms. LaPorte was responsible for assisting in the overall direction and
management of the Human Resources Department including managing the administrative and
fiscal operations, benefits, HR Information System, participating in labor negotiations, and
providing professional assistance to management on personnel matters.
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COUNTY OF PLACER – SHERIFF’S OFFICE

Administrative Services Manager
Ms. LaPorte was responsible for managing the fiscal and human resource function for this the
Sheriff’s Office of 500 employees with an annual budget of $110 million.

BOB MURRAY & ASSOCIATES

Vice President
Ms. LaPorte conducted executive searches for senior management positions serving cities,
counties, and special districts.

CITY OF ROCKLIN

Director of Administrative Services
Ms. LaPorte was responsible for overseeing the department comprised of the Finance, Human
Resources, Risk Management, Information Technology, and Fleet Services divisions.

Jolene Miller

Technical Specialist
Ms. Miller joined Regional Government Services (RGS) as a Project Technical Specialist in 2015.
She has been providing expert technical services within RGS, primarily in Training and
Development and Outreach and Communication, as well as for partner agencies.
Prior to joining RGS, Ms. Miller had over sixteen years of professional experience in both
executive assistance and information technology services.
During her duty in the Navy, Ms. Miller was awarded the Human Sea Service Award for
meritorious direct participation in operations to help the citizens of East Timor.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
REGIONAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES

Project Technical Specialist
Ms. Miller has provided professional technical services for the Training and Development Team
for several years. Recently, in 2020, the RGS training program had to pivot to online training
exclusively. Ms. Miller spearheaded the technical and logistical initiatives to make the interactive
trainings successful. Throughout her time with RGS, she has prepared training materials, assisted
with marketing, maintained databases, administered enrollments and payments, and provided
technical support to trainers. In addition, Ms. Miller provides technical services to many teams in
RGS by coordinating and formatting materials to be sent to the public and to partner agencies.
Ms. Miller’s service to partner agencies has focused on compiling data and records, producing
documents, coordinating communication, and facilitating groups to implement project plans.

PACIFIC MUNICIPAL CONSULTANTS

Executive Assistant/ Office Manager
For over twelve years, Ms. Miller was the Executive Assistant and Office Manager for Pacific
Municipal Consultants, a firm with 140 employees that served public-sector clients with planning,
environmental, and municipal services throughout California. Ms. Miller provided professionallevel administrative support for executives of all seven offices. In addition, she managed and
maintained two corporate digital mailboxes, handling over 200 messages daily as well as the
marketing mailboxes. She coordinated and managed the workload of a six-member Internal
Service Provider (ISP) team. Ms. Miller served as the liaison between management and vendors
for all final document publishing.
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UNITED STATES NAVY

Information Systems Technician
Ms. Miller operated and maintained the Navy’s global satellite telecommunications system,
mainframe computers, local and wide area networks, and microcomputer systems used in the fleet.
She managed, planned, and coordinated unit-level security of information systems and integration
across the fleet, ensuring proper security and control of Communications Security (COMSEC)
materials, systems, and equipment. She researched and recommended network and data
communications hardware and software solutions.
As Help Desk Shift Supervisor, Ms. Miller provided technical assistance for a crew of 3,500
Sailors and Marines. She also assisted the Information Systems Security Officer in access control
security.

